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Pixels or plasticine
‘Pixels or plasticine’ took complex data collected from smart city research into school and used it to teach data skills to thirteen 10-year-old students. Contributing to teaching about renewable energy, the activities engaged children with data that showed roofs in a UK town, allowing the children to reason about different buildings’ potential for generating solar energy. The data was collected using LiDAR technology during an aerial survey of the region (figure 1).

The study followed an inquiry-based approach, encouraging students to pose questions from the data that interest them and whose answers they are therefore curious to know. As highlighted by Pluck and Johnson [2], this aligns with Loewenstein’s information-gap theory [1]. Two sessions were conducted to try to see if there were any differences in learners’ interactions with (and responses to) data experienced through different modalities, first using a screen-based interface (the pixel approach) and second by constructing a model themselves (the plasticine approach).

The pixel approach
In the first activity, students interacted with this data on a screen (Figure 2). We observed that, after
interacting for a short while with the data, students would begin to ask questions, such as hypothesizing that a certain building that they knew (their school, a local landmark, their house) would be a good or bad candidate for solar panels. They would make the hypothesis, then search the map to verify the answer. The students could (and did) make the connection between the data and their own environment, e.g., looking for their own houses. However, they did not express any concerns about privacy, or question the validity of the data in any way.

The plasticine approach
In the plasticine house task, students were asked to build a house themselves out of plasticine and then recreate the process of collecting the data by LiDAR, effectively becoming the measuring instrument from a ‘bird’s eye’ view of their little house (figure 3). In this way, the data came ‘off the screen’. Students worked in groups. They drew a grid on their house and the surrounding landscape and measured the height of each square to recreate the LiDAR readings. Through this, they learned about the importance of data resolution, based on how big or small they drew their square and how this affected accuracy. But of real interest was, first, the way in which their questions changed about the data and their response to it, and second in their interaction with the data.

• Students started to ask questions about the accuracy of data collected this way. They could more easily perceive possible sources for error and wondered what they would now find from the screen-based data.
• They made a better connection between the datasets and their own lives, realizing that a plane must have flown above their house at some point to collect the data. One student described this as ‘spooky’ and then became curious about other data that might exist, about which they didn’t know.

• Finally, a clear difference between the screen-based task and the plasticine task was in students’ interactions with the different interfaces. In Figure 2, students are standing back and pointing, whereas in Figure 3, it can be seen that many students are leaning in to try to touch the plasticine, though this provided no additional information that they needed. This observation was common across groups. It would be interesting to study at a later date whether touching was helping them to formulate questions, satisfy their curiosity, keeping them better engaged with the task, or possibly even a distraction (although observationally, this did not appear to be the case, as conversations were very much ‘on task’).

Some findings would need to be more formally studied, not least eliminating order effects by conducting the activities in the alternative order of presentation. Overall, though, these activities suggest that tasks such as this can evoke curiosity and a desire for learners to find out an answer, but that the modality may affect the focus of learners’ curiosity. The study does not find answers to this, but highlights possible future research areas.
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